SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS, UNFORESEEN CHALLENGES, NO PROJECT IS TOO COMPLEX.

MONTIGO CUSTOM COMMERCIAL

Montigo is proud to offer a true Custom Commercial program where you can bring your ideas to life. Whether it’s a simple custom dimension for a traditional style, an elongated or complicated venting run, or a vision for a cutting-edge design, Montigo is your solution provider.

With decades of manufacturing excellence, collaborative relationships with architects and designers, and an instinctive drive to lead the fireplace revolution, Montigo delivers the perfect fireplace to fit your style – if you can dream it, the Montigo engineers can build it.

Every unit passes through extensive pre-shipment testing at our in-house CSA accredited lab and leaves our factory bearing the CSA logo. Certification through CSA is applicable for all of North America.

Innovative design, crafted with care, and unique to each installation. From private luxury homes, to hotels, casinos, health care, restaurants, and other public spaces, a fire feature is the heart of every warm and inviting space.

WHY MONTIGO

When it comes to choosing a custom fireplace, or a manufacturer that you can work with to build one for you, there are a number of factors you’ll consider.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Style</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quality</td>
<td>Customization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety</td>
<td>Ease of installation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience</td>
<td>Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beauty</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Montigo’s team is well versed in working with our architect and design partners closely to consider each aspect of your project. No detail is too insignificant and you’ll find ours to be a highly collaborative process as we work towards creating the ideal fit for your vision and space.
Available for applications indoor, outdoor, or both
Viewing widths from 3ft and up
Lowest glass temperatures in the industry with Montigo’s COOL-Pack glass technology
Unlimited firebox configurations
Open and glass front unit options
Frameless firebox design
Units can be built split to assemble on site for challenging access locations

FEATURES

Linear, traditional logset, tornado or other custom burner patterns
Flexible combustion air intake locations
Five Montigo power vent terminations
Optional damper for flue or intake
Every installation reviewed by our engineering team
CSA Certified in Montigo’s accredited on-site lab

OUR EXPERIENCE

With decades of manufacturing excellence, collaborative relationships with architects, designers and builders, and an instinctive drive to lead the fireplace revolution, Montigo delivers the perfect fireplace to suit your distinct style.

Designing a commercial space?
From hotels, restaurants, senior care and other public spaces, a fire feature is the heart of every social gathering. Montigo’s COOL-Pack technology ensures a safe to the touch glass, unobstructed view and continuous flame working in harmony with the building’s HVAC system.

Designing a residential space?
Working with you and your clients, Montigo’s team will assist you in creating a custom fireplace perfectly suited to the home’s design and aesthetic. We can combine the desire for safe entertaining and integration to home automation systems while also providing your client a visually appealing flush termination on the home’s exterior.

Designing multi-family dwellings?
Montigo has over four decades of experience in assisting design professionals to create both the focal point of shared amenity spaces with our spectacular custom fire elements and provide warmth and ambiance to each individual suite or residence with our vast offering of residential units.
CUSTOM DESIGN, CUSTOM MADE, UNIQUE TO EACH INSTALLATION

PROFESSIONAL GUIDANCE
Montigo custom fireplaces are available only through authorized dealers. Our team of engineers and specification consultants work with each dealer to confirm key aspects of a unit’s form and function prior to installation.

COOL-PACK TECHNOLOGY
The glass temperatures on a gas fireplace typically range ±500°F. Even momentary contact at these extreme temperatures would result in serious burns to the skin.
Montigo’s patented COOL-Pack and Power COOL-Pack glass technologies have been designed to significantly increase safety by maintaining glass temperatures as low as 115°F (46°C). COOL-Pack technology makes it safe to touch the glass, reducing associated liability risks for the property owner.
OUR GUARANTEE
When a product is truly built to exacting standards of quality and durability, the manufacturer’s confidence is reflected in its warranty. Montigo custom fireplaces offer one of the best warranties in the business.

MANUFACTURING FACILITIES
With the unique combination of leading edge design and engineering, combined with perfected manufacturing processes you can count on every Montigo gas fireplace to work as well as it looks.
Montigo operates manufacturing facilities in Canada and the United States. CSA Certified residential fireplaces are manufactured in the both the Canadian and US plants, and custom engineered commercial fireplaces are produced in Canada. With an extensive distribution network, we can ensure efficient delivery of product throughout North America.

INTAKE LOCATIONS
Montigo develops all units from an installation friendly perspective.
Multiple intake location options mean the fireplace will not dictate, but adapt to your design. Intake location options vary depending on configuration and size of unit.
Six options provide adaptability
Bottom, One Side, Front, Both Sides, Rear, Top

VENTING
Montigo power vents are designed and manufactured in-house to ensure an optimized fireplace system is created.
Our power venting system allows for virtually unlimited vent lengths, turns, and even downwards slopes without affecting the safety or aesthetic of the fireplace. Venting between the fireplace and termination can be run beyond 500ft.
Multiple power venting options provide flexibility
Vent Free (outdoor only), Roof, Inline, Wall, Flush Wall
dream it, build it

Have something different in mind? We work closely with designers and architects to engineer, handcraft and install awe-inspiring, bespoke fireplaces for one-of-a-kind spaces. We collaborate with you to help create a sense of space with our fireplaces. If you can dream it, we can build it.

outdoor firepits

Commercially constructed out of thick gauge stainless-steel, Montigo’s C View firepit may be customized to meet even the most unique designs. Offered in linear, square, round, curve, “L” and bowl styles with ribbon or plume flame options and accessories, your firepit is sure to wow.
**traditional burners**

If you are a fan of traditional wood burning fires, but not the messy cleanup, then traditional log burners could be just what you’re looking for. Round burner is also available in a contemporary version.

**contemporary burners**

With unlimited firebox configurations, multiple burner styles, and almost limitless possibilities for intake and termination, Montigo’s C View contemporary burners set the gold standard for commercial fireplace installations. With high quality burner media options, it’s easy to create a look to enhance any décor.

**Tornado**

Ideal for creating a show stopping entry or centerpiece in any space, the Tornado burner will wow with its vortex of fire.
custom logo

Personalize your fire element. Any custom company logo or graphic can be offset on the rear interior of the fireplace.

VISUAL OPTIONS &

SATIN BLACK  BLACK GLASS  BLACK FLUTED  ASH BRICK  STAINLESS

smarthome

Integrate your custom fireplace with home automation. Utilize popular platforms such as Alexa, Google

Available lighting options are ZigBee 3.0 protocol compatible.

operational remotes

On/off control at your fingertips with our easy to use remote control.
unlimited options

We work with designers to create any look imaginable. Send in any drawing and we will find a way to bring your vision to life.

downlighting

Create a stunning display even when the fireplace is off with halogen downlighting. Available with different intensity levels, all within a heat resistant system.

privacy glass

Convert a see through fireplace to single sided at the flick of a switch. Our privacy glass option provides the privacy you want for bedroom and bathroom installations. Available for the inside pane of an indoor/outdoor fireplace, or on either side of an indoor one.

lighting remotes

From left to right:
Handheld / Wall Remote (Standard)
Rotary Wall Mounted
Touch Wall Mounted
Desktop Rotary

† Uplighting not available in BF units
mountain timber
birch
custom artwork

We have worked with dozens of artists, designers and builders to create art installations and features that incorporate fire as a central element.
The essential element... fire creates energy

For over 40 years Montigo has been building linear and traditional fireplaces for designers of unique and glamorous public spaces.

The goal of the Montigo custom fireplace team is to work with architects, designers and their clients to incorporate an exclusive element of flame that dances and enhances your favorite space. With design parameters that have virtually no boundaries – if you can dream it, we can build it.

for more inspiration go to www.montigo.com